Proximity to saints and their relics was a popular goal in the late Middle Ages and early Renaissance, and this desire was catered to in a number a ways. However, Christian theology constantly emphasized that proximity to Christ was the clearest way to salvation. Even the popularity of the Virgin Mary was largely based on a fundamental consanguity with her son, 1 and in the yearning toward salvation there was an even closer connection than the mother-Christ himself as celebrated in the bread and wine of the Mass. ( fig. 13 .1) The devout could interact with God in the form most available to humanity-the Eucharistic Christ.
As theologians and preachers asserted, the laity had access to the Divine whenever they entered a church due to the presence of the reserved Sacrament.
2 Indeed, in Christianity the closest contact humankind can achieve with the divine is the reception of the Body of Christ Photo: author.
